The evolution of economic thought can be traced back from its beginnings in classical antiquity up to the present day. In this book, Professor Alessandro Roncaglia offers a clear, concise and updated version of his award-winning The Wealth of Ideas, studying the development of economic thought through perspectives and debates on the economy and society over time. With chapters on prominent economic theorists, including William Petty, Karl Marx, and John Maynard Keynes, as well as on other important figures and key debates of each period, Roncaglia critically evaluates the foundations of the marginalist-neoclassical (scarcity-utility) approach in comparison to the Classical-Keynes approach. A comprehensive guide to the history of economic thought, this book will be of value not only to undergraduate and postgraduate students studying economic thought but also to any readers desiring to study how economics has evolved up to the present day.
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Originally published in Italian as Breve storia del pensiero economico by Manuali Laterza and © Gius. Laterza & Figli 2016 Printed in the United Kingdom by Clays, St Ives plc A catalogue record for this publication is available from the British Library. Roncaglia 2005) , published more than a decade ago, my aim was to present my own reconstruction of the history of economic thought, on the lines drawn by Piero Sraffa in his writings (i.e. opposing the Classical to the marginalist approach) but with some significant differences, such as re-evaluation of Adam Smith as compared to David Ricardo, greater attention to the themes concerning the interpretation of society beyond the theory of value and a reformist view of the capitalist economy. I have also tried to locate and illustrate similarities and differences inherent to each approach -classical and marginalistand to assess the position of somewhat anomalous authors like Marshall, Keynes, Schumpeter and Sraffa himself.
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The book enjoyed a favourable reception and was also utilized as a textbook in various languages and countries. However, I became aware that its proportions stood in the way of both perception of its main theses and its use as a textbook or an introductory text for noneconomists on a discipline that concerns us all. Hence the decision to prepare a drastically simplified and shortened version. In particular, apart from passing over some aspects of lesser importance, I cut out nearly all references to the secondary literature (which remain available to the interested reader in the editio maior). The new book also gave me the opportunity for thorough revision and a number of minor changes and some rewriting, including extensive revision of the final chapter, with hints at a new interpretation of recent trends in economics that I plan to develop fully in my next book.
I hope in this way to provide an introduction to the history of economic thought that might also help the reader understand the current economics debate. Underlying the debate there are quite often, hidden from sight but still very significant, different approaches to economics, and not only different opinions on policy. What is now considered the mainstream approach, supported by many as the only truly scientific approach or even as the only one tout court, is but one, and possibly not the best, of the various approaches developed in the course of time.
